The Scanatomy of Zebra Healthcare Imagers

DataCapture DNA is the genetic code that simplifies the entire scanning experience.

Zebra sets the standard in the healthcare industry for disinfectant-ready hardware, but it’s what’s on the inside that truly sets our scanners apart. It’s what makes our scanners easily configurable and remote management remarkably simple. By infusing our scanners with DataCapture DNA, we go far beyond the barcode to help you capture new levels of efficiency and productivity.

Management Tools
Dramatically simplify deploying and maintaining scanner fleets of any size.
- Industry’s easiest configuration
- Set-it-and-forget-it remote management
- Full-shift uptime with battery analytics

Productivity Tools
Get the most out of your scanners and your day with non-stop productivity.
- Scan multiple barcodes with a single trigger pull
- Faster, farther, smarter scanning
- Eliminate Wi-Fi interference

App Development Tools
Make app development and integration simple, swift and smooth.
- One-step scanner-to-mobile-device pairing
- Control of Zebra cordless scanners from a mobile device
  Speed up and simplify app development

Visibility Tools
Gain the insight and foresight to improve performance and TCO.
- Remote troubleshooting
- Validate device setup
- Real-time productivity metrics
- Analyze throughput trends

Go Beyond the Barcode
Solve tomorrow’s scanning problems today.

Contact your Zebra rep or visit www.zebra.com/HealthcareScanners